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1. MAIN THEOREM 
LET p be a fixed prime. If X is a p-local finite CW spectrum such that fi,(X; Q) = 0, then by 
[14, Thm. S] for some positive integer d there is a map u: CdX -+ X which induces an 
isomorphism in the homology theory defined by the first Morava K-theory K(1). A spec- 
trum u;’ X can be defined as the telescope of the sequence 
X:C-dX3pdX:. . . 
This is the v,-localization of the finite torsion spectrum X; it was shown in [2] that this is the 
localization LIX with respect to the homology theory E(l),. The o,-periodic homotopy 
groups of the spectrum X, v;’ Z*(X), are often defined as ~*(v;lX). 
A topological space is said to be (finitely) spherically resolved if it can be built by finitely 
many fibrations from spheres and their iterated loop spaces. From now on, when we say 
“spherically resolved,” we mean “finitely spherically resolved.” Thus a space Y is spherically 
resolved if there exist maps 
with Y = Y,, Y0 = *, and fibrations Yi_l + Yi + nkiSmi for some nonnegative integers ki 
and mi. A topological space Y is said to have an H-space exponent (at p) if there exist 
positive integers e and L such that the peth power map on sZL Y is nullhomotopic. By [S] 
and [9, Prop. 2.71, all spherically resolved spaces have H-space exponents. If Y has H-space 
exponent p’, then by using a nullhomotopy of p’ and an Adams map of the mod pe Moore 
space we obtain a map A’: RL Y -+ nL+’ Y, where s = (2p - 2)~’ unless p = 2 and e < 4, in 
which case s = 8. See [lo] for more details on this construction. The mapping telescope of 
the sequence 
is an infinite loop space T satisfying R”T = T. Since A’ factors through the p-local space 
Map,(ML(p’), Y), T is p-local. The n-spectrum Tel,(Y), whose nth space is T whenever 
n = - L mod s, is what we might call the u,-localization of the space Y. The u,-periodic 
homotopy groups of Y, as defined in [lo], are isomorphic to rc,(Tel, (Y)). For spherically 
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resolved spaces, our functor Tel, is apparently equivalent to the functor Or, introdued by 
Bousfield in [3]. 
Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 1.1. The set of homotopy types of spectra obtainable as v; ‘X for some finite 
torsion spectrum X equals the set of homotopy types of spectra obtainable as Tel, ( Y) for some 
spherically resolved space Y. 
This says that exactly the same spectra are obtained by these two processes. Bousfield 
has pointed out that it follows from his [4, Theorem 11.11 that these are precisely the 
K,-local spectra X for which K,(X) and K,(X) are finite p-torsion groups. 
Theorem 1.1 can be expanded to the following result, where X denotes the suspension 
spectrum of X. 
THEOREM 1.2. Given a spherically resolved space Y, there is a finite p-torsion complex 
XandamapXL Y which induces an equivalence 
v;‘X:Tel, Y. (1.3) 
Conversely, given ajnite p-torsion complex X, there exists a spherically resolved space Y and 
a map f with the above property. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We say that the spectrum X and the space Y are v,-associated when (1.3) 
holds. 
This says that for spherically resolved spaces, u,-periodic unstable homotopy theory is 
equivalent to vi-periodic stable homotopy theory for an appropriate stable complex. The 
prototypical example is, for p = 2, Tel,(S2”+‘) = v;~(C~‘+‘P~“). This was proved in [lS], 
as was the fact that for a finite torsion spectrum X, 
v;17c*(x) 22 v;‘J*(x). (1.5) 
These J-homology groups are often completely calculable. We hope to use this in the 
calculation of v; 1 n*(Sp(n)) at the prime 2. 
In [lo] an explicit finite spectrum X was constructed which is vi-associated to SU(3). In 
that case, X could be obtained from cofibrations involving spectra C2”+ 1 P’” for each S2”+ 1 
in the fibrations building Y. In general, it seems as if additional suspensions may be required 
that spread out the projective space parts. 
Spherically resolved spaces may be more common than one might expect. For example, 
in [6] it is shown that for many finite groups G, R(BG)+ is spherically resolved. Theorem 1.1 
might be helpful in computing their or-periodic homotopy groups. 
We are unable to prove at this time that the category obtained by applying the functor 
Vl -1 to the homotopy category of finite torsion spectra is equivalent to the category 
obtained by applying the functor Tel, to the homotopy category of spherically resolved 
spaces. Our constructions do not seem to have enough naturality to yield such a proof. 
What we show is that the objects of these two localized categories are exactly the same. 
We prove the first part of Theorem 1.2 in Section 2. See Theorem 2.9 for a slight 
elaboration. The second part of Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 3, with Theorem 3.2 giving 
an elaboration. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPECTRUM u,-ASSOCIATED TO A SPACE 
The following lemmas will be useful. We denote by M”(k) the mod k Moore space with 
top cell of dimension n, and by M”(k) its suspension spectrum. 
LEMMA 2.1. If X is a finite p-torsion spectrum, then X can be built from mod p Moore 
spectra by afinite number of cofibrations. That is, there are spectra X0, . . . , X, with X = X,, 
X0 = M’“(p), and cofiber sequences M”(p) -+ Xi- r + Xi --+ M”+‘(p). 
Proof See, for example, [ 13, p. 571 to obtain it using mod pj Moore spectra, and use the 
cofiber sequence M”(p) -+ Mnfl(pe) + M”+‘(pe+l) -+ M”+‘(p) to obtain the desired 
cofibrations of mod p Moore spectra. n 
LEMMA 2.2. If X is a finite p-torsion spectrum with v,-map v: X -+ C -dX, and Y is 
a spherically resolved space, then 
[E-LdX, Tel, Y], z [X, Tell I’]* 
is bijective ifL is sufficiently divisible. Here [ - , - 1, denotes the graded abelian group which 
allows an arbitrary number of suspensions. 
Proof If X is a mod p Moore spectrum and Y is an odd-dimensional sphere, then the 
result is true (with L = 1) by [ 151 and [ 161. By Lemma 2.1, X can be decomposed using 
cofibrations of mod p Moore spectra, and by [14], the v1 -maps of all spectra involved in this 
decomposition will be compatible if they are iterated enough. Thus the result follows by the 
Slemma for arbitrary X if Y is an odd-dimensional sphere. The fibration 
szn- 1 ~ flp# ~ QS4”_ 1 
(2.3) 
then implies it if Y is an even-dimensional sphere. Finally for an arbitrary Y, the result again 
follows by the 5-lemma applied to the fibrations which build Y from spheres and their loop 
spaces. Here we have used the result of [9,2.7] that fibrations of spaces with H-space 
exponents yield fibrations of their Tel,( - )‘s n 
Let q = 2p - 2, and let Bq” denote the qn-skeleton of the p-localization of the classifying 
space BC, of the symmetric group on p letters. The following result, which reformulates 
results of [IS], [16], and [ll], will be used to initiate an induction. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The suspension spectrum Bq” and the space Qz”+1S2”+1 are 
v 1 -associated. 
Proof: Let B = Bq” (the space), Y = Q22n+1S2”+1, d = qp”, and I: B + Y be the 
Kahn-Priddy type map studied in Cl]. Let Ty be the mapping telescope of 
Y-*RdY+QzdY+~~~. 
The spectrum C - kdB has the space CLdB as its ((k + L)d)th space for L B 0. Proposition 2.4 
is a consequence of the following expanded version. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For each k > 0, there is a map of spectra fk: EekdB -P Tel, Y, which on 
((k + L)d)th space is 
UL i 
ZLdB- B - Ycj T,. 
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The maps fk induce a map from the direct system 
into Tell Y, which induces an isomorphism 
dirlim n*(CpkdB) + n,(Tel, Y). 
k 
Proof: To see that the map fk of spectra is well-defined, we need that the following two 
composites are homotopic for L and N sufficiently large: 
and 
I+ A’N+’ 
CdBACdY- 
e 
CCL+ WB, ~dflW+l)d y_@d y 
“,.T t .4’N 
CCL+ l)dB, BAY- QNd Y. 
Adjointing and following by the Snaith map Sn: Y + QB, this reduces to showing the 
following composites equal, using the result of [15] and [16] that Sn induces an isomor- 
phism in a,-periodic homotopy classes of maps with coefficients in B: 
“Li 1 6” 
-$L+N+WB_ CNdB:pY- Y:QB (2.6) 
and 
r(L+N+l)d/_ C(N+l)d&+~(N+l)d 
iN+l 
Y- Y:QB. (2.7) 
Here QB = R”C”B, and A’ is adjoint to A’. 
The equality of (2.6) and (2.7) is immediate from Lemma 2.8 below. This will complete 
the argument that fk is a well-defined map of spectra. The compatibility of fk and fk+ 1 is 
clear: on the ((k + L)d)th spaces, this amounts to the commutativity of 
The isomorphism of u1 -periodic homotopy groups claimed in the last line of the proposition 
was proved in [l 1, 4.4, 4.61. n 
LEMMA 2.8. For N sujiciently large, the composite 
equals vN, 
d” 
CNdBAZNdY- YAQB 
Proof Similarly to the proof of [lo, 1.101, there is a commutative diagram 
1 A’N* 1 A’“‘ 
[B A M *II+ 1 +Nd(pn), SZn+ ‘1 Sn’ {XNdB /\ MO(p”), B} 
1s 
[BAS Zn+l+Nd ,S*‘+‘] 5 
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The composite of the lemma is obtained by following A E [B A S2”+i, S2”+i] down the 
left side and bottom. Since Sn(%) = 1 E {B, B}, and since, by [14], for N sufficiently large the 
map A”* on the right side can be replaced by vN*, we obtain the desired result. Here we have 
also used sv*c* = sc*v* = v*. 1 
Now we can prove the main theorem of this section, which forms half of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.9. If Y is a spherically resolved space, there is a finite p-torsion spectrum 
X with VI-map EdX5X and maps fk: FkdX +Tel, Y for k 2 0 satisfying 
f k+l”c -(k+l)dv = fk. The map dir/imn,(x-kdX) --) rc,(Tel, Y) induced by the maps fk is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of odd-dimensional spheres (or their 
loop spaces) required to build Y by fibrations. By Proposition 2.5 the theorem is true for 
odd-dimensional spheres and their loop spaces. It suffices to show that if the theorem is true 
for Y, and there is a fibration CItSm 5 Y -+ Z with m odd, then the theorem is true for Z. 
Note that even-dimensional spheres can be built from fibrations of odd-dimensional 
spheres using (2.3), and so spaces which can be built from spheres can be built from odd 
spheres. 
Let fk: CmkdB -+ Tel,R’S” and gk: C-kdX + Tel, Y be maps guaranteed by the induc- 
tion hypothesis. We may assume that the two d’s are equal by iterating v’s, if necessary. The 
spectrum B is an appropriately indexed suspension spectrum of a Bq”. 
By 19, 2.71, the diagram 
~‘SIII L Qk+Dsm 
1 j 1 Q”i 
Y Ifl QDY 
commutes, after modifying the exponents and iterating the maps A’ appropriately. Thus 
j induces a map j: Tel,(Q’S”‘) -+ Tel, Y. Since dir/im ~c*(X-‘~X) + rc,(TeI, Y) is bijective 
and B is a finite spectrum, the composite 
lo 
B--+Tel,(Q’Sm)~Tell Y 
factors through a map h from B to some JE -kdX. By [14], if the ur-maps of B and X are 
iterated sufficiently, the diagram 
Bh’ z-kdX 
1 
,_TBZ 
1 L.‘x (2.10) 
x-(k+l)dX 
commutes. Here we have redefined up, vx, and d to take the iteration into account. By 
diagram chasing using (2.10) and the fact that jfO = gkh, for any 13 0 the diagram 
Z -lab 
C-‘dB - y’k+“dx 
IL 1 Sxtr 
Tell (Q’S“‘) A Tell Y 
commutes if preceded by vk, and hence by Lemma 2.2 it commutes. 
Let X’ be the desuspension of the mapping cone of h, so that there is a cofiber sequence 
X’SBA CpkdX. Using [9,2.7], there is a fibration Tel,(RZ) + TeI,(R’S”) -+ Tel, Y. Thus 
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there is a commutative diagram 
X’ -+ B -+ x-kdX 
1 40 1 1 
Tel,(nZ) -+ Tel,(R’S”) -+ Tel, Y, 
and by [14] (2.10) pulls back to a commutative diagram 
X’ -+ B -+ C -kdX 
1 ux. 1 UP 1 Ux 
x-dX’ + C-dB + x-U‘+WX, 
with t+ a u,-map, again allowing for the possible iteration of al-maps. By Lemma 2.2, there 
are, for 1 > 0, maps ql: C -ldX’ -+ Tel,(SZZ) which are compatible with one another under 
maps uxC of the source spaces. By diagram chasing again, the diagram 
L-‘h 
x-ldx’ - XC-ldB 
1 41 1.h 
Tel,(SZZ) -+ Telr(SI’S”) 
commutes if preceded by of!, and hence by Lemma 2.2 it commutes. 
Thus there is a commutative diagram of long exact sequences 
+ dirpmx,(E-rdX’) + dir!imn,(ZWrdB) + dir~mn,(CP(‘fk’dX) + 
1 4* 1 1 
+ n*(Te&(flZ)) -+ rr,(Tel,(R’S”)) -P n,(Tef, Y) -, , 
and hence by the 5-lemma, q* is an isomorphism, as desired. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPACE oI-ASSOCIATED TO A SPECTRUM 
Let W(n) denote the fiber of S2”-l +Q”S2n”, and BW(n) the space constructed in 
[12], which satisfies RBW(n) N W(n). The following proposition plays a key role in our 
argument. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a splitting of spaces 
C2pBW(n) N A42”p+2p-1(p) v J, 
where J is some space (viz. “junk.“). The inclusion map M2”p-‘(p) + BW(n) causes the 
spectrum M 2”P-1(p) and the space BW(n) to be v,-associated. 
Proof The splitting combines three results. From [12, Thm. Se], 
E2Q2S2”+’ N C2(S2”-’ x BW(n)) N S2”+’ v C2BW(n) v C2”+‘BW(n). 
From [S, Thm. 1.11, there are maps EzkQ2S2”+1 + xzkDk(R2, S2”-‘) which induce the 
stable splitting. From [7, p. 2251, 
=9PD,(R2, S2”-1) N MZ”P+zP- ‘(p). 
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Thus, 
sZn-l+2p ” x2Pj3W(n) ” x2n-1+2PBW(n) 1 C2PQ2S2”+1 
= C2PD1(R2, S2”- ‘) v CZpDp(R2, S’“- ‘) v J’ 
-S 2n-1+2p v M2”p+2p-1(p) v J’, 
which yields the desired splitting map. 
The equivalence u; ’ M2np- 1 (p) -+ Tel, BW(n) follows by the same sort of argument 
used in proving Proposition 2.5. We outline the argument when p is odd. If p = 2, the 
argument works with minor changes in the numbers. By [S], BW(n) has H-space exponent 
p, and hence (after looping sufficiently) there is a map BW(n) + QqBW(n), which can 
be used to construct a spectrum Tel,(BW(n)). As in the proof of 2.5, we can con- 
struct compatible maps C-kqM2np- ’ -+ Tel,(BW(n)). The isomorphism 
dirtm ~c.+(C-~~M~“~-~ )-+7c,(Tel,(BW(n)) follows from [lS] and [16] by methods 
of [ll, 341. a 
Now we can prove the main result of this section, which form the second half of 
Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. If X is ajnite p-torsion spectrum with v,-map Z’XAX, there is a spheri- 
cally resolved space Y and maps fk : Z - kd X + Tel, Yfbr k 2 0 satisfying fk + 1 0 C -(k+ ‘Id v = fk. 
The map dirJim n,(Z -kdX) + rc,(Tel, Y) induced by the maps fk is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show that if the theorem is true 
for X, and there is a cofibration M -+ X + X’, where M is a mod p Moore spectrum, then the 
theorem is true for X’. Choose i and n so that Mi = MZnp-l. Here the left hand side denotes 
the ith space in the suspension spectrum. Adjointing the splitting map of Proposition 3.1 
yields the first map in the following composite, while the last map is an equivalence in the 
R-spectrum. 
BW(n) + R2pM2np+2p-1 + ~‘Xi+2p~ R2p(TelI Y)i+2p>(Tel, Y)i 
Using this composite c as the bottom map yields a commutative diagram 
M2nP-1 _, 
xi 
1; 1 
BWn) > (Tel, Y)i 
By [9,2.7], one can choose nullhomotopies of some power map on B W(n) and Y which are 
compatible with the map c, and so the map c passes to a map c of R-spectra which makes the 
following diagram commute. 
~2np- 1 -i 
r, x 
1 1 
Tel, (R’B W(n)) > Tel, Y. 
By iterating UM and vx, we may assume that they both change dimensions by the same 
amount d, and that they commute with appropriate suspensions off: As in the preceding 
section, the diagrams 
CkdJ” 
MZnp- 1 -i-kd _ C-kdX 
1 1 
Tel,(R’B W(n)) 2 Tel, Y 
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commute by Lemma 2.2, since they commute when preceded by ug’q. Also as in the previous 
section, the induced map from 2: - ’ NC(f) to the fiber of c will extend the induction 
hypothesis. a 
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